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200-310 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 326Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/200-310.html 2.|2017 Version New

200-310 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNbmNsWnFEczRBdU0?usp=sharing QUESTION 111A network engineer is

designing an enterprise managed VPN solution for a large number of remote offices that do not have on-site IT support and

communicate only with the home office.What type of VPN solution should be implemented? A.    VPLSB.    GREC.    IPsecD.   

EVPNE.    DMVPNF.    SSL client Answer: D QUESTION 112A remote office has a T1 WAN link to headquarters and a T1

Internet connection. The client requests WAN redundancy to headquarters with similar bandwidth. What two connection types

satisfy this requirement? (Choose two.) A.    Secondary T1 WAN circuitB.    ISDN BRIC.    IPSec Tunnel over the InternetD.   

DWDM lE.    POTS Line T1 WAN Answer: AC QUESTION 113What two features are advantages of adding a secondary WAN

link at the enterprise edge? (Choose two.) A.    provides additional bandwidth and load balancing capabilitiesB.    acts as a backup

link in event the primary link failsC.    reduces capital and operational costsD.    improves security and prevents against denial of

service attacksE.    distributes traffic proactively based on link utilization Answer: AB QUESTION 114What technology can secure

data over an insecure medium and provide WAN redundancy in the event of a primary connection failure? A.    virtual private

networkB.    shadow PVCC.    dial-up ISDND.    GRE Tunnel Answer: A QUESTION 115A client wants to consolidate applications

that are currently housed at multiple sites to a remote data center. What two design requirements are unique to this scenario?

(Choose two.) A.    bandwidthB.    securityC.    latencyD.    storageE.    availability Answer: AC QUESTION 116What IPv4

addressing technique allows for the division of addresses into subnets of different sizes? A.    VLSMB.    RIRC.    CIDRD.    NAT

Answer: A QUESTION 117An organization is conducting an evaluation on the migration to IPv6 within the enterprise network and

has requested clarification on recommended migration strategies. What three migration models would accomplish the organization's

goal? (Choose three.) A.    Dual StackB.    Service BlockC.    Top-DownD.    HybridE.    TunneledF.    Fork-Lift Answer: ABD

QUESTION 118An application uses broadcast traffic to send data to IPv4 hosts. How can the application communicate using IPv6?

A.    AnycastB.    UnicastC.    BroadcastD.    Multicast Answer: A QUESTION 119What significant advantage does EIGRP have

over OSPF? A.    easy summarizationB.    shorter convergence timesC.    single area operationD.    low processor utilization Answer:

B QUESTION 120What routing protocol requires full mesh between internal peers in an enterprise network? A.    OSPFB.    EIGRP

C.    BGPD.    ISISE.    RIP Answer: C   !!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2017 Version New 200-310 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 326Q&As

Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/200-310.html 2.|2017 Version New 200-310 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=Gfs-BeiBC38
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